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Abstract Gradient porous structured materials pos-
sess significant potential of being applied in many en-
gineering fields. To help accelerate the design of infill
graded microstructures, a novel asymptotic homogeni-
sation topology optimisation method has been proposed
by Zhu et al. [48], aiming for 1) significantly enrich-
ing the pool of representable graded microstructures;
2) deriving an homogenised formulation underpinning
its stress analysis in consistency with fine-scale results.
But the work is severely confined from being widely ap-
plied mainly due to the following two reasons. Firstly, to
circumvent the extremely time-consuming computation
of the microscopic cell problems at every macroscopic
point, its linearised form has to be used in numerical im-
plementation, and this significantly reduces the design
freedom. Secondly, lacking of an associated formula-
tion of sensitive analysis, genetic algorithm was chosen
for optimisation, which inevitably decreases the com-
putational efficiency. To address these bottleneck chal-
lenging issues, a high-efficiency approach for the anal-
ysis and design of structures filled with quasi-periodic
graded microstructures is proposed. A zoning scheme
in favour of parallel computation is introduced, so as to
make the best use of the new asymptotic homogenisa-
tion results. The proposed algorithm is validated through
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a comparison with existing two-dimensional benchmark
cases and fine-scale brute force simulation results. The
present approach is also applied for the topology opti-
misation of three-dimensional graded microstructures,
which have barely been examined in literature, possi-
bly because of the high computational cost, and the
significantly high computational efficiency of the pro-
posed scheme is clearly demonstrated by the provided
examples.
Keywords Graded microstructures · Topology
optimisation · Asymptotic analysis · Homogenisation ·
Moving morphable components
1 Introduction
Functional equipments and devices infilled with well-
designed microstructures have been widely used in me-
chanical, thermal, acoustics and optical aspects [21,11,
35,20,23,37]. Driven by the development of additive
manufacturing techniques, the fabrication of complex
microstructures has become increasingly accessible, and
this naturally stimulates the development of the corre-
sponding intelligent/automatic design algorithms. Among
them, topology optimisation (TO) methods, which aim
at optimally distributing a certain amount of materials
within a design domain for achiveing optimised proper-
ties/functions, have demonstrated their effectiveness for
microstructural design [1] and received great increasing
research attention in recent years.
Computational approaches for microstructural de-
sign normally fall into the category of multiscale topol-
ogy optimisation, i.e., at least two length scales are in-
volved: a macroscopic scale on which the overall struc-
tural response is concerned and a microscopic scale on
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which the microstructural members are resolved. Do-
ing topology optimisation straightforward on the micro-
scopic level, albeit a number of valuable works achieved
[2,24], usually poses high demand on computational
resources. One way to manage this efficiency-versus-
accuracy dilemma, is to develop multiscale approaches
in a viewpoint of scale separation. The basic idea ly-
ing behind the scale-separation methods is to treat the
design domain as a macroscopic continuum, and the lo-
cally homogenised properties of the continuum at each
macroscopic point are quantified by solving a set of
boundary value problems defined on the microscopic
unit cell.
The mathematical foundation beneath the TO ap-
proaches based on separation of scale is the asymptotic
homogenisation (AH) results for periodic structures [6].
They were pioneerly implemented in the optimal de-
sign of spatially periodic microstructures [5,4,34]. The
idea was later implemented for the concurrent design
on multiple scales [32,25], and was further generalised
for multi-functional designs [28,10,40] and for the con-
sideration of loading uncertainty [9].
The aforementioned works mainly consider the op-
timal design of microstructures whose constituting cells
are presumed spatially periodic. However, a huge amount
of high-performance microstructures, both naturally formed
[33,13,27] and manufactured [19,8], displays a spatially
varying nature. As for the optimal design of such config-
urations filled with graded microstructures or “graded
microstructural configurations”(GMCs), considerable ef-
forts have been denoted to the modification of the exist-
ing AH formulations simply devised for spatially peri-
odic configurations [47,30,31,39,7,14,45,44]. Such treat-
ments generally see their limitations on three aspects:
1) constituting cells are normally of rectangle or cuboid
shape, thus the spatial variance is only permitted along
directions parallel to one of the cell edges; 2) smooth
connectivity across cell boundaries can not be ensured;
3) the computational accuracy of the calculated struc-
tural responses can not be controlled.
To circumvent these challenging issues in using AHTO
for the minimisation of GMC compliance, a novel scale-
separation scheme was recently proposed [15,16]. They
first searched for an optimal continuum distribution of
laminar orientations whose homogenised elastic proper-
ties are obtained either by AH or microscale precompu-
tation. Then the details of GMC can be fully resolved
referring to the projection method [29]. The methods
have shown their effectiveness in the compliance optimi-
sation involving GMC composed of nth-order laminate
cells.
An alternative route to substantially improve the
AHTO methods for effective GMC optimisation, is to
systematically rederive the asymptotic homogenisation
results suitable for configurations infilled with graded
microstructures. This motivates the work by Zhu et al.
[48]. They performed asymptotic analysis to re-build
the mathematical foundation of the original framework,
so that the description, compliance computation and
topology optimisation of GMC are harmonically inte-
grated in the developed framework. In order to distin-
guish it from the traditional AHTO formulation, the
solution framework [48] is termed as “AHTO plus” in
this article.
The method of AHTO plus established a solid theo-
retical foundation to address the bottleneck issues lim-
iting the conventional AHTO approaches for effective
GMC optimisation [48]. From a practical viewpoint,
however, improvement is still highly desired so that the
AHTO plus method can be widely applied for the de-
sign of GMC, mainly due to the following two reasons.
Firstly, no explicit formulation of sensitivity analysis
has been derived in accordance with the AHTO plus ap-
proach. Secondly, to maintain high accuracy, one has to
compute the microscopic equilibrium problem as many
times as the number of the Guassian points in the finite
element (FE) mesh used for computing the macroscopic
structural response in each iteration step. Due to these
difficulties, Zhu et al. [48] had to adopt a less efficient
generic algorithm and only tested the linearised form of
the AHTO plus formulation for numerical implementa-
tion.
In face of these challenging issues lying on the ap-
plication side of the AHTO plus formulation, this arti-
cle is presented. Note that solving the microscopic cell
problem, which comprises of the most time-consuming
part of the AHTO plus calculation, only depends on
macroscopic positions. In the present work, a divide-
and-conquer strategy is proposed to make the best use
of this feature of pointwise computation. By decompos-
ing the macroscopic computational domain into several
zones, the evaluation of the microscopic cell problems
can be carried out in a fully parallel way. This signif-
icantly improves the computational efficiency. We will
show that for a three-dimensional GMC optimisation
problem which has rarely been examined in literature,
possibly because of its high computational cost, it takes
an eight-processor computer very few hours to output
an optimised design with the use of the present zon-
ing scheme. Detailed analysis is also performed to thor-
oughly assess the efficiency brought out by the use of
the proposed zoning strategy. Moreover, the sensitivity
analysis associated with the AHTO plus formulation is
also performed in the present work, and this further
speeds up the proposed algorithm. Finally it will be
shown that the present method is not only useful for
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designing bulk structures filled with graded microstruc-
tures, but also has the potential in designing manifold-
like structures (e.g., surfaces) decorated with graded
microstructures.
The article is arranged as follows. In Sec. 2, the
AHTO plus formulation is firstly outlined, and the chal-
lenging issues limiting its potential application are dis-
cussed. Then a so-called divide-and-conquer strategy
empowered by parallel computation, which aims at re-
solving the challenging issues associated with the origi-
nal AHTO plus approach, is introduced in Sec. 3. This
is followed by the derivation of the gradient-based sen-
sitivity results associated with the AHTO plus formu-
lation in Sec. 4. In Sec. 5, two dimensions and three
dimensions examples are presented to illustrate the ef-
fectiveness of the proposed approach. In this section,
the corresponding numerical issues are also examined
in depth. The potential of the proposed approach to
design manifold-like structures with GMC is discussed
in Sec. 6. Finally, some concluding remarks are pro-
vided in Sec. 7. In this article, indexation is needed in
various occasions with the following rules applied. En-
glish letters in lower cases are used for the indexation
associated with spatial dimensions; English letters in
upper cases are used for the indexation associated with
subdomains; Greek letters are used for the indexation
associated with design variables.
2 Outline of AHTO plus formulation and
challenging issues associated with its numerical
implementation
In this section, we shall first review the AHTO plus
formulation proposed in [48], which comprises of three
parts, namely, the representation of GMC, homogeni-
sation formulae of GMC compliance and its topology
optimisation, respectively. Then the challenging issues
associated with the efficient numerical implementation
of the AHTO plus solution framework are addressed.
2.1 Outline of the AHTO plus formulation
2.1.1 Multiscale representation of a configuration filled
with quasi-periodic graded microstructures
Graded microstructural configurations generally pos-
sess a multiple-length-scale feature. A configuration filled
with graded microstructures is composed of members of
characteristic length h, while it also has an overall size
characterised by another length scale parameter L. In
general,
h≪ L. (1)
In this article, we term the length scale characterised
by h the “microscale”, and term the length scale char-
acterised by L the “macroscale”.
Within any topology optimisation framework, a GMC
in Rn can be described by a topology description func-
tion (TDF) χ(x). Suppose that a porous region filled
with certain graded microstructures is denoted by Ω,
as shown in the bottom-right panel of Fig. 1, and Ωs
is used to denote the solid part of Ω. Then a TDF can
be assigned in the whole design domain Ω, such that
χ(x) ≥ 0 for all x ∈ Ωs and χ(x) < 0 for all x ∈ Ω \Ωs.
Given the normally large contrast in the two length
scales characterised by h and L, respectively, extremely
fine mesh and a large amount of data storage space are
usually needed for describing the GMC of Ωs numeri-
cally. To resolve this issue, a multiscale scheme for the
representation of quasi-periodic graded microstructures
was introduced [24] and further modified [48]. The key
idea is illustrated in Fig. 1. For a given GMC as shown
in the bottom-right panel of Fig. 1, a macroscopically
smooth mapping function y = y(x) is first defined to
map it to a spatially periodic configuration whose con-
stituting cells are uniformly of length scale h. Then for
the spatially periodic configuration in the space mea-
sured by y (as shown in the middle panel of Fig. 1), one
simply needs to assign a TDF, say χp(y
h
), to its gener-
ating cell as shown in the bottom-left panel of Fig. 1.
Here the microscale length parameter h appearing in
the denominator is to make the TDF χp(•)’s domain of
definition be a unit cell denoted by Υp = [0, 1]
n (n=2
or 3 unless otherwise stated). In this way, the TDF of
Ω can be represented by the composition of a macro-
scopically smooth mapping function y(x) and the TDF
χp(y
h
) defined in the unit generating cell, i.e.,
χ(x) = χp
(
y(x)
h
)
. (2)
Although in a seemingly simple form, the multiscale
representation given by Eq. (2) has seen its abundance
in its describable GMCs, and one may refer to [48] for
more illustrative examples. Besides, in a view point of
numerical implementation, Eq. (2) enables the storage
of the mapping function y(x) on a grid far coarser than
the microscale parameter h, while fine mesh is only
necessary for representing the TDF χp(•) in one unit
cell. This treatment has the advantage of significantly
squeezing the digital space used for GMC.
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Fig. 1 A configuration filled with graded microstructures and the corresponding mapping treatment.
2.1.2 Asymptotic analysis of elasticity problems
involving GMC
The governing equation of a typical elasticity problem
involving GMC can be formulated as
∂
∂xj
(
Cijkl
∂uk
∂xl
)
+fi = 0, in Ω
s, i = 1, . . . , n, (3)
where u = (ui) ∈ R
n denotes vector of the displacement
field, f = (fi) ∈ R
n is vector of the body force density
and C = (Cijkl) (i, j, k, l = 1, . . . , n) is the fourth-order
elasticity tensor of the solid materials constituting the
GMC. In this work, the Einstein summation convention
rule is applied unless other stated. Nonetheless, given
its multiscale nature, evaluating the stress response of
a structure constituting by graded microstructures usu-
ally requires extremely fine FE meshes, and this is often
computationally intractable.
To address this issue, the continuum limit of Eq. (3),
as the ratio of the two length scale parameters, ε = h
L
tends to zero, has been studied [48]. They showed that
the original multiscale problem is asymptotically equiv-
alent to a homogenised problem where the region oc-
cupied by GMC is treated as a solid continuum cover-
ing the whole domain of Ω. Here a superscript “H”
is affiliated with an variable to indicate that it is a
homogenised quantity. Asymptotic analysis shows that
the homogenised displacement field uH satisfies a macroscale
equilibrium relation:
∂
∂xj
(
C
H
ijkl
∂uHk
∂xl
)
+ fHi = 0, x ∈ Ω, i = 1, . . . , n,
(4)
with appropriate homogenised boundary conditions sat-
isfied, where CH =
(
CHijkl
)
(i, j, k, l = 1, · · · , n)
is the homogenised elasticity tensor of the equivalent
continuum and fH =
(
fHi
)
(i = 1, · · · , n) measures the
homogenised body force density which is the (vector)
values averaged over the generating cell Υ sp.
The homogenised elasticity tensor CH is calculated
by
C
H
ijkl = Cijkl
∣∣Υ sp∣∣− CijstJnt
∫
Υ s
p
∂ξkls
∂Y¯n
dY¯, (5)
where Υ sp denotes the porous solid region within the
unit generating cell Υp and
∣∣Υ sp∣∣ denotes its measure;
J = (Jij) (i, j = 1, · · · , n) is the Jacobean matrix
associated with the mapping function y = y(x)
Jij =
∂yi
∂xj
(6)
measuring the degree of spatial variance of the GMC;
ξ =
(
ξijk
)
(i, j, k = 1, . . . , n) is a third-order tensor
satisfying a microscale cell problem
Jmj
∂
∂Y¯m
(
C˜ijklJnl
∂ξstk
∂Y¯n
)
= Jmj
∂C˜ijst
∂Y¯m
, Y¯ ∈ Υp, (7)
equipped with periodic boundary conditions, where C˜ijkl
is given by
C˜ijkl =
{
Cijkl , Y¯ ∈ Υ
s
p;
0, Y¯ ∈ Υp \ Υ
s
p.
(8)
Once the homogenised displacement field uH is ob-
tained, the homogenised stress field can be computed
by
σHij = C
H
ijklu
H
k,l, (9)
for i, j = 1,· · · , n.
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2.1.3 The optimisation formulation
In the present work, the homogenised compliance is
minimised by considering the available volume of the
solid material in a specified design domain filled in by
graded microstructures. Under this circumstance, the
optimisation problem can be formulated as follows.
Find y = y(x) ∈ Uy, χ(Y¯) ∈ U (Υp)
Minimise CH =
∫
Ω
C
H
ijkl
∂uHi
∂xj
∂uHk
∂xl
dx
s.t.∫
Ω
C
H
ijklui,jvk,ldx =
∫
Ω
fHi vidx+
∫
Γt
t¯ividS,
∀v ∈ Uad;
C
H
ijkl = Cijkl
∣∣Υ sp∣∣− CijstJnt
∫
Υ s
p
∂ξkls
∂Y¯n
dY¯;
Jmj
∂
∂Y¯m
(
C˜ijklJnl
∂ξstk
∂Y¯n
)
= Jmj
∂C˜ijst
∂Y¯m
, Y¯ ∈ Υp;
uH = u¯, on Γu,
(10)
where CH is the homogenised structural compliance; v
is vector of virtual displacement field; Uy and U(Υp)
are the function spaces for the macroscopic mapping
functions and the TDF within the unit generating cell
Y¯, respectively; Γu is the boundary part of Ω on which
displacement boundary condition is imposed; Γt is the
boundary part of Ω on which a traction of t¯ is applied,
and n is outer normal vector on the domain boundary
∂Ω. Note that other constraints, such as volume con-
straints, may also be needed in the actual numerical
implementation of the AHTO plus formulation.
In the above-described AHTO plus formulation, the
representation, stress analysis and compliance minimi-
sation of GMC are systematically integrated. Since the
formulation is derived using asymptotic analysis, com-
putational efficiency and certain accuracy should be si-
multaneously attained.
2.2 Challenges in the implementation of the AHTO
plus approach
The AHTO plus approach [48], however, still suffers
from being effectively applied mainly for two reasons.
Firstly, the AHTO plus formulation involves solv-
ing two linear partial differential equation systems: the
macroscale equilibrium equation (4) for the homogenised
displacement field uH, and the microscale equilibrium
equation (7) for the third-order tensor ξ =
(
ξijk
)
, i, j
and k = 1, · · · , n. Note that Eq. (7) includes J = (Jij),
the matrix measuring the degree of GMC’s spatial vari-
ance, which is a function of the macroscopic position
x. This means that one needs to solve the microscopic
equilibrium equation (7) as many times as the number
of Guassian points in the adopted FE mesh used for
solving the macroscopic equilibrium equation (4). This
severely reduces the overall computational efficiency.
To circumvent this challenging issue, only the lin-
earised form of the AHTO plus formulation has used for
simulation [48]. Upon linearisation, the computed com-
pliance is only accurate for GMC that are produced by
slightly perturbing a spatially-periodic configuration.
As a result, the design freedoms reduce significantly.
For example, the linearised AHTO plus method simply
outputs an optimised two-dimensional cantilever filled
with graded microstructures, whose compliance value is
still two times larger than that computed by using the
projection method proposed in [15]. Therefore, speeding
up the pointwise computation of the microscale equilib-
rium equation (7) is the key to realize the full potential
of the AHTO plus approach.
Furthermore, it is also worth noting that no sen-
sitive analysis has been considered with respect to the
AHTO plus formulation thus far. As a result, one has to
employ resource-demanding algorithms, such as generic
algorithm, for optimization [48]. This, however, also in-
evitably prevents the efficient numerical implementa-
tion of the AHTO plus method.
Facing these challenges, this article is presented. In
consideration of the generic consistency of the AHTO
plus method with parallel computation. In the following
section, a zoning strategy is proposed to essentially ac-
celerate the pointwise computational of Eq. (7). More-
over, sensitive analysis is also carried out accordingly,
so as to facilitate the high-efficiency solution of the cor-
responding optimisation problems.
3 A parallel divide-and-conquer strategy
In this section, a parallel divide-and-conquer scheme
(or alternatively a zoning scheme) is proposed to speed
up the numerical implementation of the AHTO plus
formulation.
3.1 Domain decomposition with parallel computing
The most time-consuming part when implementing AHTO
plus approach, as mentioned above, is to solve the point-
wise microscale cell problem governed by Eq. (7). The
reason is that Eq. (7) depends on J(x), which varies
within the homogenised continuum region Ω. Hence
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usually one has to solve Eq. (7) at every Guassian point
in the FE mesh.
The proposed divide-and-conquer strategy is to di-
vide the macroscopic region Ω into K subdomains as
shown in Fig. 2. Then the macroscopic continuum is
Fig. 2 Domain decomposition.
considered as constituting byK subdomains made from
homogenous materials. Thus the effective elasticity ten-
sor associated with each subdomain, denoted by CI =
CIijkl, takes constant values. To derive C
I
ijkl , a repre-
sentative point with respect to each subdomain, say xI
for the subdomain ΩI , is selected as shown in Fig. 2.
Then we use the homogenised approximately elasticity
tensor evaluated at xI to represent the elastic property
of the whole subdomain. Mathematically, by introduc-
ing a constant Jacobean matrix JI = J(xI ) at xI , the
corresponding introducing cell problem for solving the
third-order tensor ξ =
(
ξst,Ik
)
, k, s, t = 1, · · · , n, can
be written as
JImj
∂
∂Y¯m
(
C˜ijklJ
I
nl
∂ξst,Ik
∂Y¯n
)
= JImj
∂C˜ijst
∂Y¯m
, Y¯ ∈ [0, 1]n,
(11)
where i = 1, . . . , n, and I = 1, . . . ,K. When solving
Eq. (11), periodic boundary conditions imposed on ξ
should be utilised.
Finally, the homogenised elasticity tensor associated
with the Ith subdomain can be calculated as (in subdomain-
wise form)
C
I
ijkl = Cijkl
∣∣Υ sp∣∣ − CijstJInt
∫
Υp
∂ξkl,Is
∂Y¯n
dY¯. (12)
Compared with the original cell problem governed
by Eq. (7), the coefficients in Eq. (11) which are con-
tained in JI no longer depend on the macroscopic posi-
tion, but take constant values within each subdomain.
This means that one simply needs to solve Eq. (7) as
K times recalling that here K is the total number of
subdomains.
Now the elasticity tensor CH in the macroscopic
equilibrium equation (4) becomes piecewisely constant
with the homogenised displacement field uH continuous
within the whole domain Ω. Hence the homogenised
compliance of GMC can be approximated by
CH ≈
K∑
I=1
∫
Ω
C
I
ijkl
∂uHi
∂xj
∂uHk
∂xl
dx. (13)
The above-listed formulation provides an approxi-
mation to the original AHTO plus formulation. In the-
ory, the compliance computed from this zoning scheme
should converge to that obtained from the original for-
mulation outline in Sec 2.1.3, as the subdomains be-
come more coincident with the finite elements for macro-
scopic CI computation. However, it will be shown nu-
merically that good accuracy can be attained with the
use of a certain number of subdomains for two-dimensional
problems.
Note that when solving the microscopic problem
described in Eq. (11), there is no data exchange be-
tween computations taking place in different subdo-
mains. This indicates that the zoning scheme may be-
come extremely efficient if parallel computing strategy
is employed. If we define a single “task” by the process
of calculating CIijkl by solving the microscale Eq. (11)
in one subdomain, then one can assign on each clus-
ter equal number of tasks, and run them in parallel.
Another feature of the zoning scheme favoured by com-
putational parallelism is that, for each task, the input is
JI and the output areCIijkl , both requiring little storage
space if compared with that needed for FE computa-
tion of Eq. (7). It will be numerically shown in Sec 5.2.2
that the simulations get accelerated dramatically with
the use of the proposed parallel computation scheme.
3.2 Numerical implementation of the zoning scheme
To ensure the smoothness of the GMC, the mapping
function y(x) is expressed by
y(x) =
κ∑
τ=1
hτΦτ (x), (14)
where Φτ (x) is a set of basis functions and hτ , τ =
1, . . . , κ is a set of weight parameters. Then the Ja-
cobean matrix J(x) can be written by
J(x) =
∂y(x)
∂x
=
κ∑
τ=1
hτ
∂Φτ (x)
∂x
(15)
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in the whole macroscopic domain Ω, where κ denotes
the total number of basis functions.
In the present work, we adopt polynomial functions
as the basic functions, although other choices, e.g. trigono-
metric functions, are also applicable. Here we assume
Jij(x) = aij + bijkxk + cijklxkxl (16)
for i, j = 1, . . . , n, and y(x) is thus expressed by
yi = aijxj +
1
2
bijkxjxk +
1
3
cijklxjxkxl, (17)
where symmetrical conditions are imposed bijk = bikj ,
cijkl = cijlk = cilkj = cikjl . It is noted that all subdo-
mains share the same expression for y(x) and a single
TDF χp(x) associated with the unit generating cell.
This is homogenised to ensure smooth transition in mi-
crostructure across the subdomain boundaries.
In order to optimise the GMC, we search for the
optimised coefficients of the mapping function given
by Eq. (17) and the microscale TDF χp(x), such that
the compliance CH given by Eq. (13) is minimised. The
overall procedure of the “divide-and-conquer” optimi-
sation scheme based on the AHTO plus formulation can
be illustrated by the flowchart given in Fig. 3.
Fig. 3 Flowchart of the divided-and-conquer scheme.
Firstly, evaluating Eq. (16) at each representative
point and assigning its results for Eq. (11) give the mi-
croscale governing equation. Then, one can compute in
parallel the homogenised elasticity tensor CI =
(
CIijkl
)
with the use of Eqs. (11)-(12). Then one solves the
macroscopic governing equation, and calculate the ho-
mogenised compliance by Eq. (13). With the use of the
sensitivity analysis results to be presented in Sec.4, the
values of all design variables are updated, if the opti-
mality criterion is not met. Finally, the optimised de-
sign variables characterising the GMC are output.
4 Gradient-based sensitivity analysis
To further speed up the optimisation process, the gradient-
based sensitivity analysis in accordance with the AHTO
plus formulation should also be carried out. Actually, by
resolving to the classical adjoint method, the sensitivity
of the homogenised compliance can thus be expressed
by
∂CH
∂dγ
= −
K∑
I=1
∫
Ω
∂CIijkl
∂dγ
∂uHi
∂xj
∂uHk
∂xl
dx, (18)
where the vector d = (d1, . . . , dλ)
⊤ contains all the de-
sign variables. As for the term ∂CIijkl/∂dγ , we can first
follow [48] to rewrite CIijkl given by Eq. (12) by
C
I
ijkl =
∫
Υp
C˜pqst
(
δipδjq − J
I
nq
∂ξij,Ip
∂Y¯n
)
×
(
δksδlt − J
I
mt
∂ξkl,Is
∂Y¯m
)
dY¯.
(19)
The design variables associated with the AHTO plus
approach can be classified into two groups: the macro-
scopic design variables identified by subindex α which
are contained in the Jacobean matrix J; the microscopic
design variables identified by subindex β, which are the
parameters controlling the TDF of the unit generating
cell influencing the microscale solution ξI =
(
ξij,Ik
)
, i,
j, k = 1, · · · , n, to Eq. (11).
For sensitivity analysis with respect to the macroscale
variables dα, taking derivatives on both sides of Eq. (19)
with respect to dα, α = 1, . . . , λα (where λα is the total
number of macroscale design variables) gives
∂CIijkl
∂dα
=
∂C
I[1]
ijkl
∂dα
+
∂C
I[2]
ijkl
∂dα
(20)
where
∂C
I[1]
ijkl
∂dα
= −
∫
Υp
[
∂JInq
∂dα
∂ξij,Ip
∂Y¯n
C˜pqkl +
∂JImt
∂dα
∂ξkl,Is
∂Y¯m
C˜ijst
]
dY¯,
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(21)
and
∂C
I[2]
ijkl
∂dα
=
∫
Υp
[
∂JInq
∂dα
∂ξij,Ip
∂Y¯n
(
C˜pqstJ
I
mt
∂ξkl,Is
∂Y¯m
)]
dY¯
+
∫
Υp
[
∂JImt
∂dα
∂ξkl,Is
∂Y¯m
(
C˜pqstJ
I
nq
∂ξij,Ip
∂Y¯n
)]
dY¯,
(22)
respectively.
As for the sensitivity with respect to the microscale
variables, taking derivatives on both sides of Eq. (19)
with respect to dβ , β = 1, . . . , λβ (where λβ is the total
number of microscale design variables) gives
∂CIijkl
∂dβ
=
∫
Υp
∂C˜ijkl
∂dβ
−
∂
∂dβ
(
C˜ijstJ
I
nt
∂ξkl,Is
∂Y¯n
)
dY¯. (23)
By adopting a similar treatment as in [26], the sensi-
tivity with respect to the microscale variables can be
finally expressed by
∂CI
∂dβ
=
1
|Υp|
∫
Υp
(I− ǫ(ξI))⊤
∂C˜
∂dβ
(I− ǫ(ξI))dY¯, (24)
where I is the second-order identity tensor.
In this work, the so-called MMC-based framework
[18,42,41,43,17,22] is adopted to describe the struc-
tural topology within the unit representative cell. Un-
der this framework, the layout of material distribution
in a specified design domain is described by a set of ex-
plicit hyper-elliptical/ellipsoidal components whose ex-
plicit geometrical descriptions forms are available. It is
also worth noting that the structural layout can also be
described within other types of TO frameworks such as
solid isotropic materials penalty (SIMP) method [4,46]
and Level Set Method [38,3], etc..
5 Numerical results and analysis
In this section, numerical results based on the pro-
posed divide-and-conquer scheme are presented. Firstly,
several benchmarked two-dimensional examples will be
considered, so as to demonstrate the effectiveness of
the zoning strategy with parallel computing treatments.
Then several three-dimensional numerical examples will
also be presented to illustrate the capability of the pro-
posed approach for dealing with relatively large scale
problems.
5.1 Problem setting
For all examples examined in this section, linearly elas-
tic response and isotropic material are considered with
the parameters chosen as follows: the (nondimensional)
Young’s modulus E = 1 and Poissons ratio ν = 0.3.
For two-dimensional examples, the specimen’s nondi-
mensional thickness in the third dimension is fixed to
be 1, and plane stress model is used unless otherwise
stated.
The presented algorithm should work in a design
space spanned by design variables defined on both scales.
Nonetheless, it is found that allowing too much degrees
of change in microscale variables (which control the
structural topology within the unit generating cell) may
result in GMC that are too complicated to be manu-
factured. Therefor, in order to demonstrate the effec-
tiveness of the present algorithm, we choose to keep
the material distribution within the unit generating cell
unchanging throughout the whole optimisation process.
Moreover, for FE discretised, four-node quadrilateral el-
ements are used in all two-dimensional examples while
eight-node hexahedral brick elements are adopted in all
three-dimensional examples.
In addition, we adopt degree-3 polynomials formu-
lated by Eq. (17) as the basis functions in all examples,
and the method of moving asymptotes (MMA) [36] are
employed as the optimiser in this work.
5.2 Two-dimensional cases
5.2.1 First example and comparison with fine scale
results
We start with an example of a short beam subject to
a uniformly distributed pressure as shown in Fig. 4.
The right side of the beam is fixed and a uniformly dis-
Fig. 4 A short beam subjected to uniformly distributed
force.
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tributed pressure of magnitude 1 is applied on its top.
The design domain is of size 2×1, and it is divided into
4×2 identical square subdomains. In our simulation, we
fix the material distribution in the microscale unit gen-
erating cell to be of “X”-shape, and a 200×100 mesh is
employed for the computation of the macroscale equa-
tion. The volume fraction of the solid material is set to
be 39.12%.
Fig. 5 Convergence curve of the GMC compliance.
The optimised configuration is shown in the right
panel of Fig. 6. Fig. 5 shows the compliance value of the
GMC against the iteration steps during optimisation.
Compared to the (initial) structure composed of spa-
tially periodic microstructure, the value of the objec-
tive function for the optimised GMC drops nearly 70%.
This is sensible from a mechanical viewpoint, since the
fibers in the optimised configuration are assigned such
that the pressure on the top is smoothly transformed
to the fixed boundary in a more efficient way.
With the present homogenisation formulation, the
structural compliance is computed to be 4,780, while
a fine-scale simulation (1600 × 800) outputs a compli-
ance of 4,450. The present homogenisation formulation
seems to slightly overestimate a GMC’s compliance by
no more than 10 percents. The main reason to such a
deviation is because the asymptotic homogenisation re-
sult is no longer valid in a thin-boundary region where
the assumption of local periodicity breaks down. In the-
ory, the resulting deviation is roughly at the order of
the cell size divided by the domain size [12,48], which
is about 1/10 in this case.
5.2.2 Comparison with existing benchmarked results
More systematic study is performed toward another
typical example of a short beam fixed on one side as
shown in Fig. 7. At the middle point on its left edge,
a unit vertical load is applied. The macroscopic design
domain is a rectangle of length L = 2 and widthW = 1.
Fig. 6 The optimised design obtained with X-shape material
distribution in the unit generating cell.
Fig. 7 A short beam loaded at the middle point on its left
side. The upper-half region chosen as the design domain with
symmetric condition imposed across the middle line, and the
design domain is analysed and it is divided into 8×2 identical
subdomains, each of which is a square.
The upper-half region is chosen as the design domain
given the symmetry in geometry, and the design do-
main is considered and discretised by a 200 × 50 FE
mesh. For numerical implementation of the proposed
zoning scheme, the half domain is divided into 8×2
identical subdomains of square shape, and the center
of each square is chosen as the representative point of
each subdomain. The building-block microstructure in
the unit generating cell for this example, is taken to be
of “X”-shape as shown in the left panel of Fig. 8.
Based on the presented approach, the optimised GMC
is shown in the right panel of Fig. 8, and the optimised
GMC bears a strong similarity with that obtained based
on the projection method [16] as shown in Fig. 9. For in-
stance, both structures are composed of fibers connect-
ing the loaded region to the fixed boundaries. Moreover,
the energy density distribution and the maximum prin-
cipal stress component are shown in Fig. 10, identifying
the path transiting the load to the fixed boundary.
The GMC compliance by the present homogenisation-
based formulation is 127.05 with a volume fraction of
34.3%, while the value by the method proposed in [16] is
roughly 114.02. The deviation in the compliance values
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Fig. 8 An optimised GMC design for the short beam exam-
ple. The building block microstructure in the unit generating
cell is of X-shape as shown in the left panel.
Fig. 9 Left: the optimised GMC obtained with the present
method; Right: the optimised GMC using the method in [16].
Fig. 10 A plot of the energy density distribution (in log-
arithm term) and the maximum principal stress component
where the direction is denoted by an arrow.
by both methods can be rationalised as follows. Practi-
cally, a small solid region is added in the neighbourhood
of the loading point [16], thus the geometrically singu-
lar point load is treated as a uniform force distribution
within the solid region. Thus the singular behaviour
near the loading site gets much more regularised, and
the resulting optimised compliance value is naturally
smaller than that from the present method, where the
load singularity is kept (to its best) within a single FE
element.
It is also worth noting that compared to the treat-
ment in [16] works for microstructures of laminate type,
but that is not a restriction for the use of the present
approach, and more details and examples can be seen
in § 5.3.3.
5.3 Analysis of the zoning scheme
The proposed zoning scheme has been shown outputting
considerably optimised GMCs upon loading. Now we
further analyse the factors that characterising the present
algorithm.
5.3.1 Effect by subdomain number
As discussed above, the proposed zoning scheme is ex-
pected to deliver more accurate results of structural re-
sponse with denser domain partition. However, increas-
ing the number of subdomains poses higher demand on
computational resources. In this subsection, we will ex-
amine the appropriate partition strategy in the the zon-
ing scheme, i.e., what is the best choice for the number
of subdomains.
The short beam example shown in Fig. 7 is consid-
ered again. Optimisations have been carried out with
1, 2, 4, 16 and 64 identical square-shape subdomains,
respectively. The total compliance value along with the
corresponding optimised configuration about the upper
part for each case is complied in Fig. 11. The computed
compliance drops as the number of the subdomains in-
creases. When the number of subdomains exceeds 16,
the change in GMC compliance becomes tiny for this
example, and the corresponding optimised GMCs are
visually identical. This suggests that for the considered
problem, using 16 subdomains is sufficient for finding a
considerably optimised GMC.
Further analysis of the computational time against
the number of subdomain is shown in Table 1. The av-
eraged time needed for proceeding one step increases
roughly linearly with the subdomain number. We fur-
ther divide the time needed for carrying out one com-
putational step into three parts, a) computing the ho-
mogenised elasticity tensor by solving the microscale
equation (11)-(12) with FEA; b) FEA for solving the
macroscale equation (4); c) updating the design vari-
ables based on the MMA algorithm and the sensitivity
analytical results derived in Sec. 4. The fraction for each
part is shown in Table 1 for various cases of domain
decomposition. Note that for all cases, calculating the
homogenised elasticity tensors associated with all sub-
domains takes up most of the computational time in
a single step. Moreover, the fraction of the computa-
tional time associated with this part exceeds 99% as
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Fig. 11 The values of the objective function (i.e. compliance) and optimised configurations obtained with different numbers
of subdomains.
the number of subdomains increase to 16. As discussed
in Sec 3, the microscale problem governed by Eq. (11)
is naturally suitable for being solved in parallel, and
the effect of employing computational parallelism will
be examined in the next subsection.
5.3.2 Effect of computational parallelism
In section 3.1, we have theoretically demonstrated that
the proposed zoning scheme should be significantly speeded
up with the use of parallel computing treatment. Here
we will numerically examine the effect brought by com-
putational parallelism based on the short beam example
shown in Fig. 7.
Fig. 12 Non-dimensional solution time for each step with
different numbers of workers.
We fix the number of subdomains to be 16 and the
optimisation is carried out with 1, 2, 4, 8 and 16 work-
ers. The average time needed for proceeding one time
step is plotted against the number of workers in Fig. 12.
Here time is measured in relative terms, i.e. the average
time using only 1 worker is set to be 1. It is observed
that simply in a MATLAB environment, employing 16
workers saves roughly 80% of computational time com-
pared to the case of a single worker.
This demonstrates the effectiveness of implement-
ing the proposed zoning scheme with the use of paral-
lel computing treatment. In particular, when the num-
ber of workers is 8, the overall time needed for opti-
misation is 2.17 hours (with 500 iteration steps). This
means that the GM design becomes computationally
tractable with the use of a relatively advanced personal
computer. The speed up effect of using parallel comput-
ing is more significant for three-dimensional cases and
this will be shown in Sec 5.4.2.
5.3.3 Diversity of the describable GMC
By assuming that the microstructural cell takes an nth-
order laminate configuration, the projection-based ap-
proach [15] also provides an effective way to design
GMC (in two-dimensional space). The AHTO plus method,
in contrast, does not pose any restriction in the form
of involved microstructures. For the same short-beam
problems as shown in Fig. 8, optimisation results with
other choices of unit generating cells are shown Fig. 13.
Note that when the mechanical behaviour of a GMC
is in concern, cells of laminated structures are usu-
ally the theoretically optimal choice. However, when
other properties of GMC are also of interest, one may
need unit generating cells of non-laminated shape. The
AHTO plus method has also shown its potential of
doing optimisation considering other physical perfor-
mances of GMC.
5.4 Three-dimensional cases
In this subsection, the stiffness optimisation of three-
dimensional GMC is studied. We will start with a quasi-
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No. of total microscale macroscale data
subdomains time(s) FEA(%) FEA(%) updating(%)
1 2.2162 90.24 9.46 0.30
2 4.1658 94.74 5.01 0.25
4 8.1095 97.20 2.62 0.18
16 31.8499 99.21 0.67 0.12
Table 1 Solution time decomposition in one iteration step (2D short beam example)
(a) (b)
Fig. 13 Optimised design with different choices of unit generating cells.
two-dimensional example where the microstructural change
only takes place in two directions, to validate the three-
dimensional algorithm. Then full three-dimensional cases
are studied, and the effectiveness of using parallel com-
puting is also demonstrated.
5.4.1 A quasi-two-dimensional example
Fig. 14 A quasi-two-dimensional short beam example.
As shown in Fig. 14, a short beam of length L = 2,
hight H = 1 and thickness W = 0.5 is considered.
The beam is fixed on its right side and its left side
is loaded with a line force distributed uniformly verti-
cal to its middle plane. Similar to the two-dimensional
short beam case, only upper half of this part of the
computational domain is considered due to symmetry
of the design domain. The homogenised half domain is
discretized by a 80× 20× 20 FE mesh, and it is further
divided into 4 identical cubic subdomains.
To validate our 3D algorithm, we first consider a
quasi-two-dimensional situation, while material distri-
bution is uniform along the direction of thickness. Hence
the unit generating cell is set as two solid components
crossing each other to form an “X”-shape if viewed from
its front side, as shown in the left panel of Fig. 15.
Fig. 15 The optimised design obtained with a X-shape gen-
erating cell.
From a side view, the optimised GMC shown in
Fig. 15 bears a strong similarity with the correspond-
ing optimised 2D structure shown in Fig. 8. The slight
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difference may be due to the fact that the 2D case is
treated as a plane stress problem, while the third di-
mension is taken into account for the 3D case shown in
Fig. 15.
5.4.2 A full three-dimensional example
Now we consider a more general case where the building-
block microstructure takes a fully 3D configuration, as
shown in the left panel of Fig. 16. Now the problem
setting is assumed the same as that shown in Fig. 14,
and the upper half domain is now divided into 4 sub-
domains. Again, the unit generating cells deform them-
selves in space such that solid materials are distributed
along the path connecting the load to the fixed end.
It is noted that within the AHTO plus framework, the
optimised GMC displays a good smoothness and inner
connectivity.
Fig. 16 The optimised design obtained with an Orthogonal-
shape generating cell and 4 subdomains.
Two critical issues that make 3D cases essentially
different form 2D ones should be mentioned. The de-
gree of spatial variance for 3D cases is far greater than
the 2D cases. As a result, some of the 3D GMC may
became too complicated to be fabricated. Thus in or-
der to ensure manufacturability, we suggest that a lim-
ited number of basis functions consitituting the map-
ping function y(x) should be adopted. For the simula-
tion results presented in Fig. 15, we exclude the spatial
variation along the thickness direction at the continuum
level. How to choose basis functions for y(x) consistent
with the manufacturability condition, is an interesting
issue worth being further investigated (elsewhere).
Besides, as the optimisation proceeds, the unit gen-
erating cell tends to be elongated to a size that is com-
parable to the continuum domain size, as shown in
Fig. 17. This has gone beyond the validity range of
the AHTO plus formulation. To avoid its emergence,
one can set bounds to the determinant of J defined by
Eq. (16).
Fig. 17 Deformation of unit generating cell without impos-
ing the constraint on the determinant of J under the mapping
function y(x). Note that under this circumstance, the size of
the constituting cells may go beyond the validity range of the
AHTO plus formulation.
In Table 2, the time consumed to carry out one sin-
gle optimisation step, and its fraction value for different
parts of the algorithm are listed. The microscale FEA
costs more than 95% of the time consumed in one step.
This fraction value is even higher than that in 2D cases
shown in Table 1 for a same number of subdomains.
This is because the microscale analysis, governed by
Eq. (11), deals with a third-oder tensor ξ =
(
ξijk
)
, i,
j, k = 1, · · · , n. When the spatial dimensionality in-
creases, the number of equation systems to be solved
rise from 22 to 32. Besides, the time fraction needed for
microscale FEA increases with the number of subdo-
mains, and the value is more than 99% with 4 subdo-
mains. Therefore, the use of parallel computing should
bring about even higher efficiency for 3D computation.
6 GMC design on manifolds in a virtually
mechanistic way
In this subsection, we will discuss in brief another po-
tential application of the present method: how to gener-
ate a manifold-like decorated with GMC in a virtually
mechanistic manner.
Suppose that we look for a closed surface decorated
with GMC, which has a strong resistance to a torque
load, as shown in the right panel of Fig. 18. In the fol-
lowing is a virtually mechanistic route that may achieve
it.
We start with a 3D laminate configuration as shown
in the left panel of Fig, 18. Each layer consists of spa-
tially periodic microstructures whose basic cells take an
“X”-shape.
Upon a virtually applied torque as shown in the
lower panel of the Fig. 18, thus each layer should virtu-
ally fold itself to resist the applied torque, and the whole
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No. of total microscale macroscale data
subdomains time(s) FEA(%) FEA(%) updating(%)
1 74.7950 96.88 2.59 0.53
2 137.9675 98.57 1.30 0.13
4 284.8819 99.26 0.67 0.07
Table 2 Solution time decomposition in one iteration step (3D short beam example)
Fig. 18 Virtual mechanically driven complex 3D structural design.
structure deforms like a Matryoshka Doll as shown in
the upper panel of Fig. 18. From the mathematical
point of view, this deformation process should corre-
spond to a gradual change in the mapping function
y = y(x), e.g., given by Eq. (17). Note that during
the whole process of virtually deformation, neighbour-
ing layers are kept disconnected, since the mapping
function does not change the topology within the unit
generating cell. Thus as the desire deformation status
is reached, we simply extract the corresponding layer
to generate a GMC surface as demanded by taking the
corresponding contour surface with respect to the map-
ping function.
The concept demonstrated above indicates that one
may use the proposed scheme for generating manifold-
like structures composed by GMC from a relatively sim-
ple configuration. The key is to apply a virtual load to a
set of sheets decorated with simple graded microstruc-
tures, and then computationally deform it to a desired
state. Although the homogenisation formulation may
not be as accurate in the case of manifolds because
the surface effect [49] and large deformation kick in,
the proposed algorithm may still output a reasonable
manifold filled with graded microstructures, as in the
example schematically shown in Fig. 18.
7 Conclusion
In the present work, a parallel divide-and-conquer scheme
is proposed to help accelerate the automatically de-
sign of configurations filled with graded microstructures
concerning their mechanical behaviour. The algorithm
is built on a solid theoretical ground, the AHTO plus
framework where the representation, response analysis
and topology optimisation of GMCs are systematically
integrated. We have shown that the new asymptotic
framework possesses a strong favour for computational
parallelism, and this feature is made the best use of
in the proposed zoning scheme. The proposed method
gets validated through a comparison with 2D bench-
mark examples, and the high efficiency brought by the
use of parallel computing is demonstrated, especially
through 3D examples that have been barely investi-
gated in existing literature. We have also derived the
gradient-based sensitivity analysis formulation, which
helps further speed up the proposed algorithm. Finally,
we have also discussed another potential use of the pro-
posed scheme in generating manifolds filled with graded
microstructures.
Future works based on the present algorithm are ex-
pected in two directions: its further improvement and
its utilisation in wider fields. For improvement, the role
played by the choice of the basis functions constituting
the mapping functions should be examined in depth,
and a concurrent design strategy with the materials
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topology within the generating cell also changing is also
worth being studied in consideration of manufacturabil-
ity conditions. Besides, the present treatment mainly
considers GMCs whose volume fraction is kept as a
constant throughout the macroscopic design domain. A
natural generalisation of the present work is to consider
the optimal performance of GMC whose volume frac-
tion is allowed to vary in space. For its wider utilisation,
the presented algorithm can be naturally generalised to
the optimisation of GMCs for not only mechanical func-
tions, but also other purposes, such as for thermal and
acoustics use, and this highlights the potential in the
development of the proposed algorithm on its applica-
tion aspect.
Replication of results
All the data underlying the argument in the article are
generated by locally devised MATLAB codes consisting
of a set of systematically arranged sub-function mod-
ules (such as homogenisation etc.). We are willing to
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ticle.
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